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Hive: Collective Design Through Network Rotation
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Fig. 1. Hive facilitates engagement with diverse viewpoints by rotating team membership in a collective over
time. We introduce algorithmically-mediated network rotation to manage who should move, and when, to
bring positive external influence to a team.

Collectives gather online around challenges they face, but frequently fail to envision shared outcomes to act on

together. Prior work has developed systems for improving collective ideation and design by exposing people to

each others’ ideas and encouraging them to intermix those ideas. However, organizational behavior research

has demonstrated that intermixing ideas does not result in meaningful engagement with those ideas. In this

paper, we introduce a new class of collective design system that intermixes people instead of ideas: instead of

receiving mere exposure to others’ ideas, participants engage deeply with other members of the collective who

represent those ideas, increasing engagement and influence. We thus present Hive: a system that organizes a

collective into small teams, then intermixes people by rotating team membership over time. At a technical

level, Hive must balance two competing forces: (1) networks are better at connecting diverse perspectives

when network efficiency is high, but (2) moving people diminishes tie strength within teams. Hive balances

these two needs through network rotation: an optimization algorithm that computes who should move where,

and when. A controlled study compared network rotation to alternative rotation systems which maximize

only tie strength or network efficiency, finding that network rotation produced higher-rated proposals. Hive

has been deployed by Mozilla for a real-world open design drive to improve Firefox accessibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
People with shared challenges often gather online to discuss and envision shared outcomes. Exam-

ples include grassroots Twitter movements to advocate for new harassment policies, Mechanical

Turk workers advocating for fairer treatment [64], and competitions to address global grand chal-

lenges [24, 36]. For a collective to make progress, its members must deliberate to understand and

articulate the problem, then collectively imagine goals and paths forward to alternative futures.

How might social systems support large scale collective design?

Open design efforts have long sought to bring together collectives online to ideate, but in

practice, participants rarely work together to understand others’ viewpoints or build constructively

on each others’ ideas. Recent work has aimed to increase collaboration by intermixing ideas,

for example by grouping and combining submissions [67, 68, 82], by encouraging contributors

to use each others’ submissions [5, 43], or by exposing contributors to each others’ high-level

approaches [78]. This work all shares an underlying assumption that the information — the idea

itself — is central. However, knowledge is situated and developed in the context of social relations,

and organizational behavior research has demonstrated that mere exposure to others’ ideas does

not result in meaningful engagement with those ideas [11, 61, 63]. The result is open design efforts

with far less intermixing and collaboration than originally envisioned [4].

In this paper, we suggest an alternative approach: rather than intermixing ideas, intermix

the people who bring the ideas. Research shows that collaboration with people who bring new

perspectives results in engagement and increases the influence of new ideas, in a way that abstract

exposure to those ideas does not [11, 61]. A new person’s addition to a group forces existing group

members to re-evaluate hidden assumptions [37] and overcome fixation [11] by engaging with the

new member. Higher tie strength, trust, and acceptance between actors increase that influence [63].

Our goal with this research is to introduce a new class of social computing system that iteratively

weaves a collaboration network by bringing members into contact with diverse perspectives over

time. We present Hive, a system that organizes a collective into teams and rotates people in the

collective across teams at regular intervals as they work towards a shared goal. Hive connects

people together from distant parts of the collaboration network to facilitate the spread of viewpoints

within the collective. Underlying Hive is a new approach that we term network rotation, which
changes team membership while maintaining high levels of tie strength within teams. To support

network rotation, Hive models a collaboration network as a weighted graph where each edge

captures the tie strength between two people. We use this collaboration network to identify who

should be moved onto other teams and when.

Intuitively, we prefer a tightly knit network where most people are connected through a small

number of links to a disconnected network with silos and bridges. To achieve a good network

structure, we want to make a small number of moves that tighten up the collaboration network

by bringing together people who are far away from each other. We frame this as an optimization

problem where we maximize a weighted sum of two functions. First is network efficiency, or the
average path length between two nodes in the collaboration graph, which captures how efficiently

viewpoints and ideas can spread in the network. Second is tie strength, or the average edge weight
between people who are in the same team, which captures how familiar team members are. The

optimization framework considers them jointly: moving people between teams increases network

efficiency but reduces tie strength, so the algorithmmust trade these off. This is a large combinatorial

search space, and cannot be explored through traditional means. We introduce a stochastic search

algorithm that finds an effective solution by exploring thousands of possible moves.

Our evaluation asked whether Hive and network rotation led to effective design, both in a

field experiment and in a public deployment with accessibility advocates at Mozilla. For the field
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experiment, we recruited 115 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk to work together over

three days to design proposals for an open-ended design challenge: How might we design a

neighborhood common space to be a place that brings people together to foster strong community

and mutual aid? We randomly assigned participants to one of three conditions: control, network

rotation, and efficiency. A judge who was an expert in design thinking compared the concepts

submitted in each condition, blind to condition. Proposals submitted by teams in the network

rotation conditionwere rated significantly higher than control teams, whereas teams in the efficiency

conditionwere not statistically distinguishable from those by control teams. Analysis of the chat logs

suggests that rotation did shift the topic of teams’ discussion, supporting the proposed mechanism.

Qualitative and survey results indicated that membership change caused helpful disruptions without

measurably decreasing members’ psychological safety or interrupting social dynamics.

We then sought to understand whether the results from the field experiment generalized to a

real-world deployment: Mozilla used Hive to run an open design drive on Firefox accessibility. Over

one hundred volunteer disability experts, designers, and programmers collaborated on a week-long

design drive, resulting in 60 proposals. Mozilla supported the proposals and plans to move ahead

with prototyping and deploying five of them. Participants also enjoyed the diversity of viewpoints

and fresh perspectives brought in through membership change.

Our main contribution in this paper is a system for supporting collective design by computation-

ally adapting the collaboration network over time. We contribute network rotation, an algorithm

that creates the conditions for people to engage deeply with a small group while benefiting from

the scale and diversity of the collective and building social ties across the network. Hive is a step

toward social systems that model and center peoples’ relationships to one another.

2 RELATEDWORK
Hive presents a model of collective design that fuses the dynamics of close teamwork with the scale

of online collectives, with the goal of engaging a diverse range of viewpoints through membership

change.We draw on social psychology and organizational behavior research studying the conditions

for open-ended, creative collaboration. We base our approach to collective design on traditions of

human centered and participatory design.

Hive is a system that coordinates team members to achieve a shared goal by tracking and shaping

the underlying social network. Prior work has designed algorithms for online team formation in

social networks that focus on team composition, for example organizing teams based on skills

required for the task, communication overhead, workload, and compatibility [1, 33, 40]. Hive builds

on this line of research by focusing not on the initial composition of the team, but on the dynamics

of membership: how to balance both local team effectiveness and global network structure.

2.1 Membership change brings new insight to teams
Brainstorming, the practice of creative idea generation, relies on the cognitive stimulation facilitated

by multiple members of a group, rather than individuals in isolation [54, 71]. Interacting with others

can spark new ideas that individuals may not achieve alone [6]. By working together in a team,

members build common ground, learn to coordinate, and discover how to utilize each person’s

unique skills [35, 58].

However, without changes in composition, teams risk becoming complacent, isolated, and less

innovative [2, 25]. New members bring novel perspectives to stale teams that can stir creativity.

In fact, major innovations most often occur when new members join a team [17] and innovation

can come from both newcomers and novel combinations of old-timers [55]. Even when the new

member’s conflicting points and opinions are flawed, the act of raising these points nevertheless

leads to new insights in groups [50]. Our model of network rotation relies on this intuition.
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There are costs to altering team membership. First, the process of adding a new team member

can be disruptive to the working processes of a team, especially at high turnover rates [12, 57]. If

team membership is algorithmically determined, the team will wonder why the system made the

decisions it did [26]. Additionally, familiar teams develop psychological safety over time [22, 69].

Disrupting this stability could have harmful implications for the team, because psychological safety

fosters a team environment where members are comfortable taking risks with each other [15].

Without psychological safety, strong norms around conformity discourage new members from

offering alternative perspectives before they are fully assimilated, leading to missed opportunities

for generating and obtaining creative insight from an external source [19, 51]. Newmembers too are

less likely to impose their ideas and to initially observe the group, with the goals of understanding

the existing group dynamics and gaining eventual acceptance by the group [18, 23, 47].

Hive amplifies the concepts behind this literature, introducing the first system to facilitate

membership rotation. It aims to support the team processes that this literature has found to be

successful. Hive facilitates membership rotation with a global perspective of the network, enabling

it to bring new perspectives in contact with each other. We draw on the insights from this literature

to design for the interplay between the group’s dynamics and the new member’s fresh perspectives,

avoiding rotating members too quickly and enabling team members to build up familiarity before

moving.

2.2 Open innovation and crowdsourced design
Large-scale innovation platforms and initiatives—such as IBM’s “Innovation Jam” for product ideas,

the U.S. government’s change.gov site, and Google’s 10 to 100th project for charity—promise to

gather people to find innovative solutions to challenging problems. This solution has been used

by large organizations looking for external sources of innovative ideas. However, the majority

of the ideas that have been generated are deemed repetitive, commonplace, and unwieldy in

volume [4, 30, 59, 67] — not a collaboration among a diversity of viewpoints.

The cost of sifting through such high volumes of low quality ideas often does not justify the

benefit: IBM had 100 senior executives spend several weeks filtering ideas, the government shut

down change.gov prior to its intended end date due to participation levels that overwhelmed the

system, and 3000 Google employees were put 9 months behind schedule by managing the enormous

mass of submissions [4, 30]. To address this, platforms have introduced systems to more efficiently

surface high quality submissions; nevertheless, filtering accuracy is still an issue and often the best

results are those that are non-obvious or may not be rated most highly [30]. Instead of extracting

large volumes of individual ideas and evaluating them post-hoc, we propose creating the conditions

for participants to engage with each other and collaborate.

One method for fostering collaboration in generating new ideas is by exposing people to each

others’ ideas. Crowd-driven idea maps [66] and analogies [78, 81] connect contributors to concepts

that they haven’t seen before, prompting new ideas [8]. Enabling a traversal through the space

of ideas requires extra metadata, but crowds can author this metadata as they work [67] or it can

be learned passively by aggregating behavior traces [72]. Once this metadata has been authored,

people search through solution spaces at a higher level of abstraction [66, 79] and embed each

other’s solutions directly into their own [43, 46, 52]. Rather than putting people in contact with

external ideas, our work presents an approach of putting people in touch with other people. Research
has shown that people are more receptive to new ideas when they interact closely with those who

bring the ideas [11].

Prior research has explored involving external crowds in design work. Crowds can provide

feedback on in-progress designs [38, 41, 75, 76], helping designers iterate more quickly. The crowd’s

feedback can be used to guide the crowd’s next phase of ideation [29]. However, the crowd is
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not always an expert critic [74]: external expert facilitators can be effective at guiding the crowd

in their ideation process [9], or in setting a creative direction [28, 31]. Crowds are also able to

identify domains whose experts might be helpful for the problem at hand [80]. Hive expands on

this point, combining it with knowledge that the best insights come from distant perspectives, not

proximal ones [74], to create an algorithm that rotates distant members onto the team. Relative to

this prior work, Hive does not view the crowd as static or external: we contribute a method that

uses other members of the collective to provide outside perspectives, and continuously evolves the

collaboration network to engage with those perspectives.

Taken together, this prior literature on open innovation and crowdsourced design systems has

placed abstract ideas front and center — showcasing them, analyzing them, and remixing them.

Hive contributes an alternative perspective of placing relationships front and center, and trusting

good ideas to arise from successful collaborative relationships.

3 HIVE
Hive forms and evolves teams over time within a large collective to achieve an open-ended goal

such as collective design. In this section, we describe a scenario of how Hive can be used to support

collective design. Then, we will detail the network rotation algorithm that underpins Hive.

Suppose that a large collective is interested in a design goal, for example improving the web

browsing experience to better account for disability and inclusion. All participants sign up on Hive.

Hive invites them to Slack and keeps record of their Slack username so that it can communicate

with them via the Slack API. An administrator sets up the Hive project, determining for example

the team size (e.g., 3–5 people), the number of phases, and instructions to give teams at each phase.

In this scenario, the administrator creates phases for each stage of the design thinking process

based on the OpenIDEO process: inspire, define, ideate, prototype, and test [56].

Hive enables identification of team leads, who act as facilitators. Facilitators are central to

successful and satisfying online collaborations [20, 53]. The team lead’s role is to thread discussions,

schedule meeting times, onboard new members, sustain commitment, capture ideas, and make sure

that the daily deliverables are submitted. To maintain organizational memory, Hive does not rotate

team leads across teams.

Hive then splits the large collective into many small teams with one team lead each. Hive notifies

each person on Slack of their team, creates a channel on Slack for the team, and invites members

to the channel. Each team is assigned a Google Drive folder where the instructions for each phase

are in a shared Google document. Hive notifies the team of the instructions for the first phase

by sharing a link to the folder with them. The instructions provide resources and specify the

process and deliverables. The teams then work collaboratively for the duration of the phase. They

collaborate using shared document editors, text chat, and photos of sketches.

Hive is now ready to begin the network rotation process and start the next phase. Hive’s network

rotation algorithm identifies who to move and where to move them, based on the collaboration

network formed by the team groupings in all rounds so far. The administrator triggers Hive to

execute the rotation, and Hive sends a message to each rotated member’s old team channel and

to their new team’s channel encouraging a welcome for the new team member. Then, it removes

rotating members from their original team channels and adds them to their new teams’ channels

(Figure 2).

The process continues, with Hive rotating team members in each new phase to diffuse influence

and ideas around the network. Next we describe Hive’s network rotation algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Hive’s Slack bot performs membership changes.

Fig. 3. We apply a logistic function that increases the tie strength between two people who work together in
a team. We choose a logistic function as a reasonable proxy for tie strength because it captures relationships
that are accelerate rapidly at first then asymptote, similar to familiarity in the real world [27]. For example,
if two teammates have never worked together and have tie-strength of 0, one day of working together will
increase it to loдit(0) = 0.16.

4 NETWORK ROTATION
Hive’s central goal is to create the conditions for people to engage with a diversity of new perspec-

tives while maintaining a level of within-team tie strength that can foster meaningful collaboration.

To do so, Hive gradually changes team membership through a process we call network rotation
(Figure 4). Network rotation requires an algorithm that computes who to move, and where to

move them — an exponential search space. In this section we first describe how Hive models the

collaboration network, then we describe an optimization objective that allows us to measure the
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effectiveness of a given rotation, and finally we describe a stochastic search algorithm that we use

to execute that optimization.

4.1 Constructing a Collaboration Network
To support network rotation, Hive requires a model of the collaboration network as it evolves over

time. The collaboration network is encoded as a weighted graph where the weight of each edge

between i and j captures the tie strength between person i and j. We define tie strength in the

range [0, 1], with 0 indicating a relationship between two strangers and 1 indicating an extremely

strong tie, with other relationships falling somewhere in between [21].

Our model must capture how new ties change over time. Network rotation can operate with

any model of tie strength evolution over time. We offer one model here as a proof of concept

based on prior literature. Tie strength and how it changes over time relies on many different social

factors that are difficult to isolate [44]. However, prior literature generally assumes an upper limit,

a decrease in tie strength due to lack of communication, and a positive relationship with time spent

[7, 44]. Other factors also play a role such as the emotional intensity of a relationship, however due

to the limited time spent in our studies and for the sake of simplicity, we rely solely on time spent

communicating within our system.

For each i and j who were on a team together at time t , we apply a function that increases the

edge weight between i and j. To model the growth of tie strength over time, we use a logistic

function (Figure 3). Logistic functions are commonly used to model natural and social processes

that grow exponentially at first but that reach a saturation point and stop growing, such as diffusion

of innovations [44]. A logistic function has also been used to predict the strength of persistent ties

over time [48]. Likewise, with collaboration, teammates begin weakly connected, achieve increased

performance through familiarity [65], but eventually stop improving [27]. The constants of the

logistic function can be tuned to impact how long teammates work together before their tie strength

is high.

Second, the model must capture how the strength of past ties dampens over time. We update the

collaboration network at every time step t , based on the collaboration network at time t −1. We fade

tie strength from prior time steps by first multiplying all edge weights by a constant dampening

factor λ: 0 < λ < 1. This multiplier retains old familiarity, but weakens it.

In our deployments, we used a logistic function with k = 8 and a dampening factor of λ = .8 to
achieve a reasonable model of tie strength increasing each day over a week. For deployments with

more phases, lowering k and increasing λ would slow down these dynamics.

4.2 Optimization: Tie Strength and Network Efficiency
Now, we use the collaboration graph to identify who should be moved onto other teams to bring

new perspectives. Intuitively, we want to make moves that tighten up the collaboration graph by

bringing together people who are far away from each other in the collaboration network, but to

avoid making so many moves that it is disruptive to the teams. We frame this as an optimization

problem where we maximize a weighted sum of two functions (Figure 4). First is network efficiency,
which captures how different viewpoints have intersected with each other so far. Network efficiency,

or Efficiency(G) for a collaboration graphG , is calculated as the average path length between every

two nodes [34]. Second is average tie strength, which captures how familiar team members are.

Average tie strength, or TieStrength(G), is calculated as the average edge weight between nodes

who are in the same team. Moving people between teams increases network efficiency but reduces

tie strength, so the algorithm must trade these off. First, we normalize TieStrength(G) by a constant
value based on network size (in our deployment c = 0.005) so that it can be traded off against

Efficiency(G). Next, we formalize this tradeoff with a parameter α . This produces an optimization
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Fig. 4. Network rotation must balance network efficiency against tie strength in the collaboration graph.
Left: Caring only about tie strength prompts the algorithm to create static teams. Right: Caring only about
network efficiency breaks apart teams each round, which is highly disruptive. Middle: our algorithm balances
the two goals, maximizing network efficiency while minimizing disruption.

function f on the collaboration network G:

f (G) = α ∗ TieStrength(G) + (1 − α) ∗ Efficiency(G)

In our deployments, we set α = 0.5, equally weighting both functions. Finding the right subset of

all possible moves to maximize this function is the topic of the next section.

4.3 Stochastic Search
Finding an effective rotation represents an extremely complex search space — O(2N ) — where we

cannot afford a brute force search. Unlike most exponential search problems that have relatively

tractable solutions with integer programming or related techniques, network rotation is particularly

challenging because its objective is nonlinear: we must update edge weights after each considered

set of moves, which may shift prior network efficiency measures. The main source of complication

in this problem is that it is impossible to know the value of a single move independently of all

of the other moves that will happen. The value of moving a person to a new team depends on

who else moves from or to that team, and to or from other teams across the network. For example,

if person p moves from team t1 to t2, an algorithm can evaluate this single move’s impact on tie

strength and network efficiency. However, the algorithm may now wish to move someone from t2
to another team as part of the rotation. When it does so, it may move the very person that made t2
so attractive a location for p to join in the first place, removing the basis for putting p on t2. So,
if this were an integer program, it would require O(2N ) variables and have poor structure — not

totally unimodular — resulting in modern solvers unable to solve it effectively.

In this section, we introduce a method for finding effective network rotations: a stochastic

search algorithm that explores thousands of possible moves and chooses a set of moves that

increase the value of f (G). Stochastic search is a good fit for problem spaces that do not have a

helpful structure affording traditional optimization techniques. Instead, stochastic search explores

alternatives and follows a gradient with random restart. We propose this approach not as the only

possible algorithmic solution, but to establish the fruitfulness of the approach.

Hive’s stochastic search algorithm calculates a network rotation by finding a set of moves S that

create a new graph G maximizing the function f (G). To do so, it considers a set of all possible
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Algorithm 1 Network Rotation with Stochastic Search

1: procedure StochasticSearch(G)
2: Scurrent ← {}

3: while true do
4: Scandidate ← AddValidMove(Scurrent )
5: G ′← Transform(G, Scandidate )
6: Gcurrent ← Transform(G, Scurrent )
7: if f (G ′) > f (Gcurrent ) then
8: Scurrent = Scandidate
9: if Random() ≤ ϵ then
10: return Scurrent

moves, picks one probabilisitically, evaluates the optimization function after that move, and adds it

to the current solution if it increases the optimization function f (G). The algorithm repeats these

steps with a random restart to ensure that it explores many possible alternatives.

Algorithm 1 describes the stochastic search algorithm. Take Scurrent to be the best solution so far.

At the start, Scurrent is an empty set. The algorithm adds a valid move to the set at each step. The

function Transform(G, S) returns a graph G ′ that is the result of performing the moves in the set S
on the graphG. The algorithm can then compare f (G ′) with the current best solution and update

it. To prevent getting stuck in local maxima, with a probability of ϵ = 2 × 10−6 at each step, the

algorithm does a random restart. Hive runs this algorithm repeatedly and takes the best solution

out of all of these iterations. In our deployment we set the algorithm to run one thousand times for

a reasonable run time.

In order to add a valid move to the set S , the algorithm first creates a list of all moves of one

person to another team. We constrain this set to valid moves, which cannot involve a team lead

and cannot put a team’s size outside the administrator’s limits (Hive’s default is 3-5 people). We

include an additional optimization: the algorithm might move person p to team t1, and then move

that same person to another team t2, which would be the same as moving p once to t2. To reduce

the search space, valid moves can only move each person once per round. Finally, the algorithm

picks a move at random from the set of valid moves, creating a new graph G ′, and evaluates the

optimization function f (G ′) on that graph.

5 FIELD EXPERIMENT
Our goal in evaluating Hive is to answer the following questions: (i) Is network rotation more

effective at supporting collective design than no rotation (i.e. control) or rotation for efficiency?

(ii) Are large online collectives able to use Hive to follow the design process and collaborate on

a real-world design goal? (iii) What behavior patterns emerge in small, rotating design teams of

this nature? To answer these questions, we first ran a controlled study comparing Hive’s network

rotation algorithm against two other conditions: control (static teams), and network efficiency

(rotation not constrained by tie strength). Then, Mozilla used Hive to host an online design drive

on Firefox accessibility. We report on this field deployment to demonstrate how Hive could work

in a real-world setting.

5.1 Method
We recruited participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). To prevent language and technology

use barriers, we limited our pool to people from the U.S. or Canada who have completed more than
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500 tasks on AMT and have above a 95% approval rate. This process produced N = 115 participants.

The gender balance was 55% female, 44% male, and 1% identified as neither or did not respond.

Ages: 41% were 35-44, 40% were 25-34, 8% were 45-54, 5% were 18-24, and 3% were 55-64 years old.

We gave participants the following design prompt:

How can we design a neighborhood common space to be a place that brings people

together to foster community and mutual aid? If your neighborhood was given a space

roughly the size of an elementary school playground, what could you do with it?

Our goal is to create proposals for spaces/activities that bring together neighbors and

strengthen communities.

We chose this prompt because most people have direct experiences with the topic of neighborhoods

and shared spaces.

We paid participants an average of $99.40 for their participation of around 6 hours (SD = 7.4).
The levels of commitment and the time participants spent on the project varied across teams. We

used a combination of peer-reviews and evaluation of final deliverables to ensure fair payment:

In line with the Dynamo guidelines,
1
we initially guaranteed a payment of $90 to anyone who

would complete the project and a $50 bonus to team leads, who were responsible for creating

storyboards/prototypes. Participants could also distribute credit to others who they felt deserved it,

which we used along with expert evaluation of final proposals to pay bonuses.

In designing our field experiment we aimed to study three different optimization objectives

for Hive’s network rotation algorithm. First is tie strength (α = 1), which maximizes tie strength

within teams. This approach keeps all teams fixed. Second is network efficiency (α = 0), which

maximizes network efficiency by making moves that diffuse team members around the network,

but disregards tie strength. Finally, balanced (α = 0.5), which jointly maximizes tie strength and

network efficiency (Figure 4).

We randomly assigned participants to one of three experimental conditions (Figure 4). Control
uses the tie strength algorithm to keep teams static. Network efficiency uses the network efficiency

algorithmwith a limit on the number of moves.Network rotation uses the network rotation algorithm
to balance the other two conditions. The major difference between the latter two conditions is that

network efficiency is not trying to achieve high tie strength within teams.

In simulations on networks the size of our study, network efficiency (α = 0) made a large

number of moves, 52 moves on average. Our pilots and prior research demonstrated that this

level of membership change was very disruptive to teams [65] and failed to have compelling

results, making it too weak a control condition. Therefore we decided to limit the number of moves.

The network rotation condition made around 27 moves, which was more feasible for the teams

to manage, so we limited network efficiency to 27 moves in order to compare the effect of the

algorithm objective when given the same budget of number of moves.

When participants signed up for the study, we asked them to perform an initial brainstorm and

submit three ideas. We asked an independent reviewer with design experience to evaluate the ideas

on a 1–5 rubric. We averaged the three scores and later used this baseline creativity score to control

for baseline team member creativity in our analysis.

Hive organized members into teams of four within their condition, resulting in nine teams

in control,
2
ten in network rotation, and ten in network efficiency. Hive then created a Slack

channel for each team and guided them through a four-phase human-centered design process —

empathize, define, ideate, prototype — spending one hour on each of the first three phases and three

hours on the final phase. We scheduled the time for the first three phases based on participants’

1
http://guidelines.wearedynamo.org

2
One team lead dropped out of the study at the outset, so the control condition had one fewer team.
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availability that they had provided when they signed up. Given the length of time required for the

final prototype phase, teams were asked to make their own scheduling and collaboration decisions.

Each team had a team lead, who did not participate in membership changes. We provided teams

with tutorials, educational videos, examples, and steps to take for each phase.

After each of the empathize, define, and ideate phases, Hive moved participants or kept them

static based on the group’s condition. After every phase, we asked participants to fill out a survey

containing questions sourced from the psychological safety index [14, 16], rating a 1–7 Likert scale

for items such as: “Members of this team are able to bring up problems and tough issues” and

“Working with members of this team, my unique skills and talents are valued and utilized.” Our goal

was to measure how much psychological safety — a measure of perceived ability to take risks in a

team and a strong correlate of team performance — suffered when Hive changed team membership.

Summing the responses on the seven-question index produced a psychological safety score for

their team. We also asked participants to rate how well their team collaborated in each phase on a

scale of 1 to 5, and we asked people who had experienced team changes to rate how well they (or

the new member) integrated into the team.

We gathered 87 final design submissions from Hive teams, three submissions per team. We asked

an independent reviewer with design experience to evaluate the ideas. We provided the reviewer

with the evaluation criteria that we had given the teams. The rubric was based on one used by

the OpenIDEO collective innovation platform, and included: understanding needs, choosing an

important problem, finding a unique solution, demonstrating empathy, and proposing a feasible

solution. To provide a more sensitive instrument then Likert-scale ratings, we utilized pairwise

comparisons on allourideas.org. allourideas aggregated the pairwise rankings to assign a composite

score per project.

For all analyses, submissions were anonymized and raters were blind to condition. The rating

method followed a method of alignment on a training set and then independent coding (e.g., [3, 65]).

An author who had not seen the teams’ projects and the external rater independently reviewed ten

proposals blind to team and blind to condition, then clarified the rubric based on discussion. The

external rater then proceeded to rate the full dataset.

We also measured the mechanism through which the effect was predicted to occur: specifically,

whether the addition of the new member changed what the teams discussed, dislodging the team

from their existing design trajectory or fixation. Prior theory predicts that teams fully integrating

new members would change their ideas, rather than continue on their existing path [11]. This

shift should be visible in what the team discussed. We built a bag-of-words vector space model

of the language used by each team in each phase. Text was pre-processed to remove stop words,

lemmatized, and stemmed; we then computed the vector sum of the words as a representation of

the team’s language in the phase. If teams continue talking about the same ideas, cosine similarity

between phases would remain high; if teams shift, cosine similarity would lower.

For qualitative analysis, we consolidated survey responses, deliverables, and chat logs according

to the following pre-determined themes framed by our research question: following a collaborative

design process, team dynamics, and the effect of network rotation.

5.2 Results
One hundred and fifteen participants completed the project in 29 teams and submitted 87 final

proposals. Network rotation moved members around to diffuse their influence over the phases of

the experiment (Figure 5). Cumulatively, participants exchanged 125,000 messages on Slack. In this

section, we first present a comparison of the teams’ final ideas in each of the three conditions, and

a test of the expected mechanism through which the difference would occur. We also detail the
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Fig. 5. The network rotation algorithm moved members of the collective into new positions to diffuse their
influence. Darker cells in this adjacency matrix indicate higher tie strength.

Fig. 6. Over half of the top-rated proposals were from the network rotation condition.

teams’ processes and dynamics. The Discussion section will synthesize this study and the next to

reflect on the conditions under which network rotation will succeed.

5.2.1 Network rotation resulted in high-quality proposals. What effect did network rotation have

on the proposals at the top of the score distribution? The network rotation condition dominated
the top-rated proposals. The distribution of submissions can be seen in Figure 6. In the top third

of proposals as rated by the expert, half (17) were from network rotation, 9 were from network

efficiency, and 6 were from control. A Chi Square test of independence comparing the number of

proposals in each condition found a significant effect: χ 2(2) = 8.7,p < 0.05. Inspecting the Pearson

residuals confirmed that the network rotation condition contributed most heavily to the residuals

in the model.

Considering the whole score distribution, the mean expert score in each condition, ranked

descending, were network rotation (M = 60, SD = 20), network efficiency (M = 47, SD = 23), and

control (M = 46, SD = 17). Inspecting the overall means, the network efficiency condition was

nearly equivalent to the control condition (47 vs. 46), but network rotation was 0.7 standard

deviations higher on average (60 vs 46). We analyzed this data using a linear regression. We

transformed the dependent variable using a box-cox transformation to ensure that the data met
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Variable β SE t

Network rotation 8.34∗ 3.86 2.16

Network efficiency 0.72 3.91 0.18

Baseline team creativity 1.62 2.38 0.68

Intercept 29.09∗∗∗ 8.46 3.44

Table 1. Result of linear regression on score. ***: p < 0.001, *: p < 0.05. N = 87, Adj. R2 is 0.04.

regression normality and homoskedasticity assumptions. We used the control condition, i.e. static

teams, as the baseline intercept for the categorical condition variable, and expert-rated score as the

dependent variable. We also controlled for each team’s baseline creativity scores. We did this by

calculating a weighted average of each team member’s baseline creativity score, weighted by the

number of rounds that member had been on the team. Replicating this analysis with untransformed

data and no control variable leads to similar results. The regression confirmed the same results

(Table 1): the network rotation conditionwas significantly better than the intercept control condition

of static teams (p < 0.05), but network efficiency was not. A linear hypothesis comparison between

the beta coefficients of network rotation and network efficiency is marginally significant (p = 0.05),
strongly suggesting that network rotation teams outperformed network efficiency teams via this

measure as well.

Qualitatively, surveys and chat logs suggest that the control teams suffered from design fixation,

rarely looking past their initial brainstorm:

i didn’t think this was a great team overall as our styles were too similar [. . . ] i think

new blood is sorely needed all around.

In contrast, network rotation caused teams to re-evaluate their syntheses. One participant, who

convinced their new team to consider perspectives formed in their previous group, reported to us:

I came up with a solution to a problem with one of the group’s ideas. After that my

contributions were taken into consideration [. . . ] I came into a group with VERY

different ideas than my original group.

Together, this quantitative and qualitative data suggest that network rotation introduced substantive,

helpful changes to teams’ ideation.

Membership change could subjectively feel costly for participants, and they sometimes com-

plained to us about having to re-adjust and that they “liked their previous team’s ideas :(”. However,
in most cases, teams were welcoming to the new member and they integrated quickly. When

on-boarding worked well, the team appreciated the new ideas that the new member brought with

them:

- Thanks for your ideas [...] You had some of the best ever. It really gave us a head start.

+ I’m glad to have been helpful!! You guys had other awesome ideas too.

Membership change is most beneficial when the new member feels comfortable disagreeing with

the rest of the team and proposing alternatives. However, newcomers may prefer to go along with

the group in order to be accepted in the new team, resulting in groupthink that undermines the

membership change. One way to prevent this is to decrease incentives for old-timers in the team

to insist on established norms. For instance, when a new member is introduced as a “temporary”

addition to a team, they are able to exert more influence than when they are introduced as a

permanent addition [62]. In our experiment, we found that the assumption that teams would change
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over time made people more receptive to those changes and comfortable in raising conflicting ideas.

For instance, in a pilot study on designing for disabilities one new member took experiences from

their previous team and explained a new viewpoint to their new team:

- [...] but I’m having a real though time trying to tell a disabled person how they feel

when I’ve never been in their shoes.

+ I agree that we can’t tell someone how they feel. We can only empathize with them.

- I don’t feel we’re giving them enough credit. I don’t think they want sympathy. I think

they want a fair shot.

* So that’s a good place to work from...

New members often made an effort to understand the team’s thought process. Since all deliv-

erables were available in the shared Google Drive folder, new members sometimes went back to

previous phases and read the team’s work. They also read previous chat logs. Most frequently,

new members asked questions and engaged in conversations with other team members. These

conversations helped the team re-evaluate assumptions.

5.2.2 Language changed more within groups who experienced membership changes. Changes in
the language are a signal of changing topics, and evidence that new membership shifted the topic

of discussion. Teams engaged in an average of over 7000 lines of chat over the deployment.

In the rotation between the first two phases, teams in the network rotation and network efficiency

conditions had lower cosine similarity scores in language compared to teams in the control condition

(Figure 7). A one-way ANOVA to compare the effect of experimental condition on the cosine

similarity of text between the first and second phases had a significant effect of condition (F (2, 26) =
3.4, p < .05). In post-hoc planned contrasts comparing network rotation and network efficiency to

control, the contrast with network rotation is significant (p < .05), and network efficiency is not

(n.s .).
This result supports the proposed mechanism: that the addition of new members prompted

integration of new perspectives and caused the team to shift ideas. Later phases showed no

significant difference, suggesting that ideas may have begun to solidify by this point. However, the

lack of difference in later phases despite membership change confirms that the language difference

between the first two phases was not an artifact of teams welcoming new members.

5.2.3 Psychological safety remained mostly high as teams rotated. Despite the concerns that
participants raised while rotating, psychological safety scores were relatively high and remained

mostly at the same level throughout the project except for people whomoved teams (Figure 8). A two-

way ANOVA with status (I moved/A team member moved/Static team) and phase as independent

variables, and psychological safety score as dependent variable, had a significant effect of status

(F (2, 943) = 110, p < .001) and a significant interaction effect (F (4, 943) = 9.8, p < .001). Inspecting
individual cells, the significant interaction was driven by decreasing psychological safety scores for

people who were moved on later days — indicating that it felt harder to join a team later on in the

process. This result can be incorporated into the algorithm to make more changes early on or to

have functionality for reversing changes that are too disruptive.

6 FIELD DEPLOYMENT: FIREFOX ACCESSIBILITY
Following the field experiment, we sought to better understand Hive in a real world setting. So, we

collaborated with Mozilla as they used Hive for a week long open design drive with accessibility

advocates. To complement the prior evaluation, this effort was a field study rather than a field

experiment [45]. Mozilla issued an open call via social media and over one hundred disability

experts, designers, and programmers joined.
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Fig. 7. Cosine similarity of the language used in teams’ discussion between phases. Teams in the Network
Rotation and Network Efficiency conditions shifted their discussion contents as a result of new member-
ship, whereas teams with stable membership remained focused on the topics represented in their previous
discussion.

Fig. 8. Psychological safety remained high despite membership changes. In the overall study population
we found no significant change in psychological safety scores. When we separated the different groups of
participants we found that scores dropped for members who moved to a new team, but raised again for those
members one round later, after the initial cost of reintegrating into the new team.

6.1 Method
An open effort to design for accessibility needs strong voices from people who have experienced

the challenges firsthand and understand points of friction and limitations. Therefore, we reached

out to disability communities and to disabled individuals on AMT [83], and invited them to join

as team leads. Mozilla offered them a $150 gift card for lending their expertise to the project. We

created a separate channel for team leads in which we shared information and instructions. All

other participants volunteered their time.
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Fig. 9. Ninety-eight Mozilla volunteers completed the project in 23 teams. They exchanged 125,000 messages
on Slack over the course of 5 days. Testing required the least discussion in teams.

Every participant filled out an initial form to apply to the project. We asked them for their basic

demographic information, areas of expertise, and availability. Afterwards, we invited people to

Slack and 113 people joined. Based on their time zone and availability, we divided the pool into five

groups and placed people into teams within those groups.

Ninety-eight people completed the project in 23 teams. Of these, 42% had direct experience

with disabilities and accessibility needs, 41% had design experience, and 13% had programming

experience. Gender: 53% were female, 44% male, 2% preferred not to say, and 1% were gender queer.

Location: 58 were from the U.S, 12 Canada, 8 India, 6 Australia, 2 Taiwan, 2 Sweden, 2 Germany,

and 1 from Argentina, Brazil, France, Indonesia, Israel, the Netherlands, Nigeria, and the UK. Ages:

33% were 18-24, 26% were 25-34, 31% were 35-44, 7% were 45-54, and 3% were above 55. Over the

weeklong project, 15 people (13%) dropped out due to scheduling conflicts or because they lost

interest; the remaining 87% of participants completed the weeklong design drive.

The submitted designs were evaluated by an independent Mozilla accessibility panel. In addition,

we sent out a final survey to participants asking for feedback on the process: “it is very important

for us to hear about your experiences, the good and the bad.”. The survey consisted of the following

open-ended questions:

• What did you like about the process?

• What can we do better in future design drives?

• What did you like about the membership changes?

• What do you wish we would do differently about the membership changes?

We consolidated survey responses, teams’ daily deliverables, and chat logs according to the

following pre-determined themes framed by our research question: participation in a real world

collective design drive, team dynamics, and the effect of network rotation on teams.

6.2 Results
The effort resulted in over 60 proposals, which were evaluated by an independent Mozilla accessi-

bility panel. In this section we first detail the process that the teams went through, then we explain

our qualitative findings from observing the process and analyzing survey responses.

6.2.1 Design stages. The phases of the design drive took place online over five days. Day 1:
Inspire. Following OpenIDEO, the first phase “inspire” consisted mostly of storytelling and getting to

know fellow teammembers. We asked participants to deliver a list of 10 obvious and 10 non-obvious

observations that they had made in this phase. Day 2: Define. In this phase, we asked participants

to identify patterns from the previous phase and define three different problem statements. Day 3:
Ideate. In this phase, participants came up with 10 obvious and 10 non-obvious ideas to address their
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problem statements. We told them that it is likely that their problem statements would change as

they ideate. Often a single submitted idea had been reshaped by multiple members who suggested

insights and brought up constraints. Participants largely relied on their own experiences to ideate

solutions that would be useful.

Long day but I’m here and my grandparents just went to bed. Boy could my grand

father use a lot of the ideas we came up with. I spent most of the night cleaning up his

computer from all the pop ups that he’s clicked on.

Day 4: Prototype. The prototyping phase was the most time-consuming and collaborative phase

of the project. Participants chose three ideas from the previous phase. We suggested the guidelines:

“the most likely to delight,” “the rational choice,” and “the most unexpected”. They worked together

to develop the idea using storyboards. Teams continued to evolve their ideas — often now with a

new member — and discussed users and scenarios. Some team members drew rough sketches and

photographed them to demonstrate what they meant. Day 5: Test. In the final phase, participants

found a user and gathered feedback. They submitted observations from their testing, and updated

ideas and storyboards to integrate new observations. Participants used creative ways to find users

for testing. Some reached out to friends and family or support groups that they were a member of.

Some participants who had access to disabled family and friends offered to help others by posting

on the collective’s #general channel on Slack. This phase required more independent work and

less collaboration than previous phases. Testing uncovered aspects of their ideas that teams had

not considered before: for example, whether certain features would make browsing the web even

more confusing, or what would happen when people with different needs and limitations share a

computer. Participants added these observations and open questions to their proposals.

6.2.2 Mozilla and participants reacted to the proposals positively. While this second deployment

was not focused on comparative evaluation against a control condition, it is still important to

examine the quality of the final ideas. The independent Mozilla panel rated the final proposals

positively, summarizing on their blog about the experience, “We were impressed with the results

of this experiment,” and that Mozilla would be pursuing five of the ideas for further testing and

development.

We asked participants about their views on membership changes. Of the 35 participant responses

to the final survey, 17 said that they liked the opportunity to engage with new perspectives, 8

said that they enjoyed getting to work with more people, 3 said they did not like it, and 3 had

mixed feelings. Participants indicated that they felt network rotation helped facilitate strong ideas,

brought “fresh perspectives” and “allowed for more ideas to come into the room”:

Meeting new people was great. Mixing ideas was very helpful, especially as people

dropped in and out later in the week.

I liked meeting others with different experiences and backgrounds. Everyone brought

something interesting to the table.

Wow, that didn’t even feel like an hour! [...] I’m loving this! This is stuff I never talk

about, it’s helping me realize some things about myself that I was blind to before I

started talking about it here. Thank you all.

However, it is also important to capture the challenges that participants faced while participating

in network rotation. Participants fretted giving up teammates with whom they had developed

stronger ties:

I liked bringing in fresh ideas every day. Gave a different/new perspective [but] some-

times you build good working relationships with others and do not want to lose them.

Engaging with different backgrounds can be engaging and insightful, but also challenging [37]:
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I think there was a pretty big rift between the technical thinkers and the more arts and

idea-based thinkers such as myself that we could never seem to bridge properly.

Often new team members went to the effort of reading past transcripts to understand the team’s

status, but this was not always the case:

Sometimes it was difficult to get new members to read our previous discussions, so

they didn’t seem to understand where we were coming from.

The main functional request was for more control over membership changes: earlier notification,

or the ability to prevent disruptive changes.

Overall, the feedback indicated that network rotation introduced positive stressors that were

beneficial to the team and their ideas. Taken together, these results and observations reinforced

the main conclusions of the field experiment, generalizing them to volunteers rather than paid

Mechanical Turk workers.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Our primary objective in this paper was to create the conditions for collective design participants

to understand others’ viewpoints and build constructively on others’ ideas by centering people

and their relationships — rather than their abstract ideas. In doing so we contribute network
rotation for organizing the collaboration through membership changes. In this section, we reflect

on open questions and opportunities for our method. First, we consider the high level goal of

network rotation: trading off local effectiveness with global desirability, and how those can be

defined differently. Second, we analyze the conditions under which membership changes were

effective. Finally, we describe the limitations of our current study and discuss design implications

for collective design.

7.1 Trading off local effectiveness with global desirability
Our main contribution in this paper is the concept of network rotation, which restructures the social

network by balancing two needs: 1) local: an effective team, and 2) global: a desirable collaboration

network. Hive’s network rotation algorithm provides a lever to trade off these two measures. While

we offer initial ideas of what such measurements might look like based on prior literature — logistic

growth with time decay for tie strength over time, and network efficiency as a measure of the

collaboration network — future work will improve on them. Further, any designer could change

these measures to capture their goals for what an effective group looks like, and what a desirable

collaboration network looks like, and network rotation would carry them out. Below, we analyze

our choices and name a few alternatives concepts for these measures.

What constitutes a good team? In our evaluation we used a measure of team member familiar-

ity [65] by averaging pairwise tie strength of all people on the team. Other measures of tie-strength

and how it changes over time can also be used. For the sake of simplicity and due to the relative

short time frame of our study we based our measure of tie-strength on time spent collaborating.

But not all time spent together is of equal significance. Researchers have included criteria such as

emotion, communication intensity, overlapping social networks, shared identity, and the sporadic

nature of communications within measures of tie strength [44, 48]. Beyond tie strength, other

factors for effective teams can include balancing personality types [39] or asking participants for

feedback about their experiences with other team members [40, 65]. Another is user input: does

the team want to participate in rotation? (An open question: how much self-insight do teams have

into when it would be most helpful to introduce new blood?). Linguistic signals such as quantity,

qualities, and the temporal dynamics of communications between team members [60] can also be

used.
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In addition to strong local collaborations, we care about the structure of the network globally. In

our evaluation we aimed to encourage participants to engage with diverse viewpoints. To do so

we initially randomly spread participants in the network and then aimed to maximize network

efficiency, making the assumption that people with the longest path length between them were

least likely to have heard each others viewpoints indirectly. This is an approximation of viewpoint

diversity that we found worked well for the purpose of our evaluation (and provided a higher

bar to show a significant effect). This was because participants did not join with preconceived

designs for neighborhood common spaces or web accessibility opportunities. Therefore, even if

participants were homogenous at first, they diverged quickly as soon as they started working

together because each team came up with different ideas. We can imagine that in some other cases

diversity of viewpoint may not be as easily proxied, for instance in cases of political, occupational,

or socio-economic similarities among participants. In such cases, initial surveys can be used to

prepopulate the network and spread people based on a stronger measure of viewpoint diversity.

Beyond network efficiency, other factors may include structural diversity or the existence of internal

boundary spanners in the group.

7.2 Boundary conditions of the effectiveness of network rotation
Given the results of our studies, what have we learned about when network rotation will produce

positive results and when it might fail? We look to Tohidi et al. [73] for a useful frame: they

distinguish two phases of design: “getting the right design”, early on when the idea is still malleable,

and “getting the design right”, later when the focus is refinement. Qualitative evidence from our

deployments suggests network rotation was most effective early on, when getting the right design.

Distant ideas caused teams to reflect critically on their assumptions [49]. Participants in the Mozilla

deployment reported it let them “gain new perspectives on problems” and engage with “totally

new ideas and working style[s]”. Network rotation’s value diminished later, when teams focused

on getting the design right. Disruptions then became costly, and participants’ suggestions involved

restricting late moves (“Do it at the very beginning because it’s hard to reintroduce again with

the new team”) and supporting continuity (sometimes a new member “didn’t seem to understand

where we were coming from”).

In practice we found that the network rotation algorithm would sometimes move people back

to a team that they had been a part of in the past, so that the algorithm could benefit from both

the ties already established with the old members and the new gains in network efficiency. This is

in line with prior literature that has found an increase in innovation both through the addition

of newcomers and through novel combinations of old-timers [55]. While our current network

rotation algorithm does not differentiate between the two, future research can analyze the trade-offs

between the addition of newcomers vs. “new” old-timers.

How small can a collective be before network rotation is not helpful? And how many phases

are necessary to see a meaningful effect? When the collective is small, network rotation might

make similar rotation selections as a random rotation, since the network will quickly become

highly efficient and all moves will have the same efficiency value. Likewise, with too few rotations,

the algorithm will not be able to weave the network together effectively. To investigate this, we

performed simulations to test network rotation on varying group sizes and numbers of phases.

Qualitatively, we observed that network rotation required a rough lower bound on group size (> 50)

and number of phases (> 4): otherwise its changes to network structure were not meaningfully

different than random rotation.
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7.3 Limitations
One limitation of our study is that the deployment happened over a relatively short timescale of

five days, which is far briefer than regular design efforts last. The result is that our study focused

on early-stage concept development and left out iteration and evolution of projects for future work.

Our regression analysis confirmed that teams in the network rotation condition outperformed

those in the control (static) condition, whereas those in the network efficiency condition did not.

However, our study was limited in its ability to piece out the precise mechanisms of this effect —

at what value of α does the effect begin to appear? A larger N study would allow us to perform a

more detailed analysis with additional pairwise comparisons. Additionally, we rely on prior work

to justify tie strength as an appropriate metric for local effectiveness of teams [65], but we did

not provide evidence. Psychological safety or other linguistic metrics may be used as signals to

demonstrate the strength of local collaborations particularly when comparing the network rotation

condition with network efficiency.

In the Mozilla deployment, teams were led by people who self-identified as disabled or were

care-giver to someone with a disability. However, in practice we found that there were many more

decisions about the process that were made by Mozilla, the leaders of the effort who had stakes

involved: who can participate? When should someone be asked to leave? How will we share the

results? Further research is needed to adapt the design process for collective online design and

ensure that the communities involved benefit from the process.

Finally, a note for future work: due to the complexity of the search space for network rotation,

all known methods require considering many or all subsets of moves at O(2N ), which is com-

putationally intractable. Any solution requires an approximation, and our algorithm is one such

approximation via monte carlo search. We do not claim optimality of this approach, and other

approaches may exist that are equally or more effective. Future work will continue to examine this

space.

7.4 Design Implications
Our deployments clarified avenues for improving the design of Hive and similar systems. Many

analyses of human performance, from the Yerkes-Dodson Law [77] to the concept of flow [13],

suggest that people perform best when facing a moderate amount of discomfort or challenge. Too

easy and people zone out; too hard and they collapse under the pressure. Qualitative results made

clear that network rotation introduced pressure and challenge to the design process: rotations

forced people to get to know new teammates, question their previous assumptions and decisions,

and potentially change their minds. However, our results also suggest that this discomfort led to

better designs.

This puts Hive in an unusual position of being a design intervention that can actively create

discomfort — future systems need to acknowledge this and design for it. User control remains an

open question: teams wished for the ability to prevent changes. Future prototyping can answer

the question of whether participants would use this ability to keep teams static when they would

be better served by exposing themselves to new membership. One option would be to give each

team one “token” to use throughout the process, allowing them to prevent changes once, when

they deem it important, but set a norm of allowing rotation.

Given that teams were often reluctant to let a team member leave, there may exist alternative

models that lessen the stress. One option would be for rotations to be sabbaticals rather than

potentially permanent moves: the member would go join another team for one round, then return.

Another would be to designate some members of the collective as rotation agents and not assign
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them to permanent teams, instead rotating them around between teams as temporary consultants.

Both options would avoid breaking up the original team but still bring in new perspectives.

Moving forward, we hope to study the effects of large scale collaborative design teams over

longer periods, for instance through multiple iterations of the design process. One question is what

kind of long-term effects network rotation might produce. In addition, while moving people across

teams, we observed that differences in inclusion varied across teams. Future work can explore how

to onboard new members.

7.5 Ethical Implications
We argue that the ethical implications of this technology — and team management technologies

more broadly — are directly related to the levels of autonomy and power that users have within the

system and within the broader social and political context that the system is embedded in. In the best

case scenario, these algorithms can provide effective means for collective self-organizing toward

a shared goal. In the worst case they can alienate participants. For instance, rapid membership

changes may be used deliberately to break social ties among workers and stifle collective action.

We propose engaging in participatory design with potential users of these algorithmic systems as

one strategy for social computing researchers moving forward.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a system that supports collective design. To do so, we argue that large

collectives cannot cross-pollinate ideas simply by placing all ideas into the commons for others to

see — people in the collective must instead interact with each other closely to benefit from ideas and

perspectives that each bring to the table. We define an approach, network rotation, that supports

this goal by gradually weaving together team membership from across the collective to increase

the efficiency of the underlying collaboration network while maintaining high tie strength within

teams. We embedded this approach in a system called Hive, and showed the value of network

rotation in a controlled study. We deployed Hive with a Mozilla open design drive to demonstrate

how our approach works in the real world.

When collective intelligence [42] and open innovation [10] gained popularity, the initial concept

was to extract value from diverse, specialized innovators who work independently. The resulting

successes span fromApple to Lego to NASA [32]. Ourwork challenges the assumption that collective

design should occur through independent work. Instead, we suggest that design at scale should

be collaborative. Our deployment demonstrated that people were often effective at dissemination,

remixing, and engagement of ideas and viewpoints. Small teams have long been a vehicle for

design thinking [70]. Drawing on recent work [39, 65], we propose that future systems continue to

consider large-scale design as occurring in small-N teams within large-N crowds.
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Fig. 10. Hive proposals submitted to the Mozilla accessibility design drive. a) A browser feature that provides
explanations for events without parallels to the non-digital world, e.g., loading times. b) Deaf culture uses
sign language call signs to adapt for more complex tasks. Here, a person using ASL can use their friend call
sign to compose emails. c) Browsers react when users are having trouble, for example, when a user tries to
click on a button and misses, the button increases in size.
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